Discuss the nature of behaviour and potential for PI report as well or instead.

Report from Victoria Police

Therapeutic treatment decision tree 3 of 7:

1. Report received from police
   - Is the reported behaviour sexually abusive?
     - yes
       - Discuss the nature of behaviour and potential for PI report as well or instead.
       - TTR classification may be caller determined where reporter is a police officer.
       - Does the reporter still wish to make a TTR?*
         - yes
           - Refer to Child Protection process intake flowchart
         - no
           - no

2. Sexually abusive behaviour is alleged: Record as TTR
   - Is the child a YJ client?
     - yes
       - Consult with Youth Justice
     - no
       - Investigate

3. Has sexually abusive behaviour been confirmed?
   - yes
     - Substantiate the reported concerns
     - Is therapeutic treatment appropriate?
       - yes
         - Are you confident that a TTO is not necessary for sustainable engagement in therapeutic treatment?
           - yes
             - Recommend TTO to TTB
           - no
             - no
             - Go to TT decision tree 5
         - no
           - no
           - no
           - no
           - yes
             - Refer to TTB for advice
             - Go to TT decision tree 5
   - no
     - no

4. Remember to consult
   - with ACSASS if the child is Aboriginal
   - with your Principal Practitioner if you are uncertain about how to proceed

Abbreviations:
- PSR – pre-sentence report
- s.a.b. – sexually abusive behaviour
- TT – therapeutic treatment
- TTR – therapeutic treatment report
- TTO – therapeutic treatment order
- TTP – therapeutic treatment plan
- TTPO – therapeutic treatment placement order
- TTB – therapeutic treatment board
- YJ – youth justice
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